
The High Holiday season was a whirlwind of conflicting and heightened sensations.  

I was dragged shopping to try to find a new outfit, nicer than a regular Shabbat look. 
Probably something less comfortable and more feminine than I was inclined to wear. But if 
the Torahs in Tifereth’s ark had to put on their fanciest outfits, so did I.  

I was dazzled by the imagery and visual renderings of the breastplates that the Kohanim 
wore, shiny with twelve gemstones representing the twelve tribes. As an avid “rock 
collector,” I wished I could prance around in sapphires and amethysts instead of a dress and 
itchy tights.  

Everything had a sharper sense of formality, more tension than the 45 or so Saturdays I spent 
in shul all year. Increased expectations. The clothing was just the tangible manifestations of 
the emotions. 

 The hours spent preparing for the one or two days a year when the most people would be 
in the building. But when the days finally came, I always found it hilarious and curious that 
the stress, the need to impress, wasn’t mirrored in the rabbi’s uniform. Of course my mom 
took the time to pick out a lovely suit for my dad to wear; but then he would cover it up 
with his white kittel and a huge, white tallit. For most of the people who would come and go 
throughout the service, all they saw was speck of white.  

On Yom Kippur, he shuffled around in off-white, canvas, slip-on tennis shoes. Vans, before 
Vans were cool. It was sensory whiplash. All the pomp and circumstance I had to sit through 
in my least-favorite outfit while he basically got to wear a bathrobe and slippers? I was 
confused. Really, I was jealous.  

I have his older kittel hanging in my closet. I borrowed it to wear this year for the chagim, 
though I’ve never in my life worn a kittel. I don’t even like to wear white. But maybe this is 
the perfect year to try it out. I won’t be distracted by what people might think, I can try to 
focus on memories from the past and reaching for comfort in yet another tumultuous year. 

But I still hold out hope that one day, I’ll also have a fabulous necklace covered in jewels like 
the Kohanim. 


